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Highlights from the past

- The section engaged many members in important activities:
  - Scientific workshops in Al-Qadisya Univ. at the end of April, and in Basra University at March, and Int. Scientific Conference in Kurdistan Region- Sulimanyia City- Univ. HUD at beginning of April.
  - Social and Humanitarian Activities:
    - Due to the critical situation of Iraq in the last two months (occupation of many cities by terrorism in North & West of IRAQ). The section members follow the status of our people who left their houses and run away. The section nominates volunteers members in (Duhook, Erbil, and Kirkuk) to support and offer social help to these people.
    - The section chair visited the Kurdistan Region at the last week of July.
  - The Section Established good relationship with the Industry in IRAQ, through the "Council of Scientific research of the Industry ministry). Two workshops held in Univ. of Babylon at 28 Jun & 1 July for organizing future cooperation with 4 Companies surrounding Babylon..
- Section tried to find suitable opportunities to emerge with local community

Future activities

- Three Int. Conferences one in Erbil (in Kurdistan Region) and two in Baghdad at the End of this year.

Best practices

- Social and humanitarian supports offered to the people facing the effects of terrorism in North and West of Iraq and run away to many Iraqi Cities in Kurdistan and in the "Mid-Ufrate" (Kerbala- A-pNajef and Babylon) cities.